PHONE PILLOW
Fabric: 5 inch x 16 inch Outside Feature Fabric
4 inch x 6 inch fabric for Inside Bag (being an insert you won't see this fabric)
Poly Fill & Poly Pellets
1. Using feature fabric & with right sides together, fold fabric in half.
Sewing with a 1/4" seam & starting at the folded edge, sew up 1 long side.
On the opposite long side start stitching 2 inch up from folded edge. Stitch to top... see pic #1
2. Turn out to right side & press. (It's a good idea to fold under the seam allowance at opening.
This makes it easy to sew closed later).
3. Measure 2" up from folded edge & draw a straight line across the width of the pillow.
Measure up a 1/2 inch & draw another straight line.. i.e. one line at 2" & 1 line at 2.5".
See pic #2

4. Stitch across fabric on each line... Back stitch both ends to secure... see pic #3
5. Fill up lower section (i.e. below 2" line) with poly pellets firmly & stitch opening closed. Set
aside for the moment... see pic #4
6. INSERT: Fold 4 x 6 fabric in half with short sides together. Starting at folded edge, sew along
one long side & across the short side... see pic #5
7. Fill with pellets to about 3/4 inch from top.
Place seam and 1/2 point of long side together. This will form a triangle shape. Pin the pellets
down away from stitching line. Machine stitch the top closed using a 1/4 inch seam.
(You won't see this insert so don't worry about raw edges showing)... see pic #6
8. PILLOW: Finger press 1/4 inch seam allowance at top of pillow to inside of pillow.
Place insert inside the pillow pocket keeping the triangular shape of insert. Fill the remaining
pillow space with polyfill. This will keep the triangular shaped insert in place... see pic #7
9. Place seam lines together (again forming a triangular shape) & stitch the opening closed.
... see pic #8

You now have a cute Pillow to rest your phone on when you need to read a recipe etc...
or simply a place to find your phone easily.

This is a FREE tutorial as shown on YouTube by Laura from Sew Very Easy.
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